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has complete moral and ritual authority; he has the right to dispose of his dependants' labour, property, and persons; and he can use force or ritual measures to assert his authority. In a lineage of greater span, the head has only moral and ritual authority over his co-members other than his own dependants. The greater the lineage span, the older is the kpeem, the more prestige, respect, and honour attaches to his status, though it confers purely moral and ritual authority. Thus if the head of a major segment invites his co-members to hoe for him, it would be disrespectful but not a breach of sanctioned obligation to refuse, and they must be generously recompensed. The hierarchy culminates in the kpeem of the maximal lineage.
Every important transaction, secular or ceremonial, between constituted units brings into operation every grade of authority in the maximal lineage. The legal and economic rights of the family head cannot be exercised without the consent of the lineage heads senior to him. Each grade of lineage head has corresponding rights—e.g. in the gifts that legalize marriage. A specific right, though it is rigorously defined, is an element in the total configuration of rights.
Rights imply responsibilities. Every grade of right and authority is matched by an equivalent grade of responsibility. Those who can exact economic services from their dependants are economically and ritually responsible for their welfare and publicly liable for their actions. The head of a major segment has ritual and moral responsibilities towards and for the unit. He must provide the ceremonial contributions due from the segment on important public occasions, e.g. funeral ceremonies. He has no economic or jural liabilities for his co-members severally or jointly. The head of the maximal lineage has still more general moral and ritual responsibilities." This hierarchy of rights balanced against a hierarchy of obligations is the foundation of Tale jural relations.
The kpeem is the principal representative of the lineage, the focus of the forces maintaining its corporate unity and identity. All inter-lineage transactions are conducted formally through lineage heads; but whatever the issue, the whole unit must be consulted. Every member may express his opinion, greatest weight being attached to that of any one directly implicated, economically or jurally.

